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Abstract
There has been much debate about how male alternative reproductive tactics (ARTs) evolve. In
particular, researchers question whether ARTs have evolved as a conditional, ‘best of a bad job’
strategy where one tactic has higher fitness than the other, or whether they have evolved as a result of a genetic polymorphism where both tactics have equal fitness. Despite the large number
of species known to have ARTs, tests of equal fitness between tactics have only been conducted
in a handful of species. We tested the prediction of equal fitness using the plainfin midshipman
(Porichthys notatus), a species with two well characterized male ARTs: guarding type I males and
cuckolding type II males. We collected data across three years and three sampling locations to determine the proportion of each reproductive tactic, as well as the proportion of offspring sired by
each male type using microsatellite markers. Our analysis suggests that males adopting the conventional guarding tactic likely have higher fitness compared to males adopting the cuckolder type II
tactic. Also, we show that the guarding male tactic is able to gain paternity through cuckoldry,
and that these males, who sometimes guard and sometimes cuckold, are responsible for the majority of paternity lost within nests. Indeed, the classic cuckolding type II males were responsible
for only a small fraction of the paternity lost. These results highlight the degree of flexibility in
male behaviour even among individuals adopting the same male tactic. Taken together, our results
provide the first exploration of the evolution of male ARTs in plainfin midshipman and, given the
tractability of midshipman system, a valuable next step will be to look for gene-by-environment
interactions on tactic development and expression.
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1. Introduction
Alternative reproductive tactics (ARTs) occur when there are two or more
reproductive phenotypes within a population, each attempting to maximize
reproductive success using different behaviours (Taborksy et al., 2008).
Most commonly reported in males, one morph, sometimes called guarding,
parental, territorial, bourgeois, or type I, is typically associated with delayed
sexual maturation, showy displays used to court females and deter rivals,
and in some cases paternal care. The alternative male morph, called cuckolder, sneaker, parasitic, or type II, is more often associated with precocial
maturation, and does not invest in courtship or paternal care, instead gaining
reproductive success in sneaky or coercive ways. Intense male–male competition and large variation in male reproductive success are thought to select
for the evolution of ARTs (Gross, 1996; Tabosky et al., 2008). These conditions promote the evolution of ARTs by providing some males a means to
gain reproductive success by pursuing an alternative tactic.
Two mechanisms have been put forth to explain the evolution of alternative reproductive tactics. The first hypothesis argues that a genetic polymorphism is responsible for the expression of two or more tactics, and that
different alleles at a single gene determine which tactic is expressed. Game
theory shows that negative frequency dependent selection maintains the evolutionary stability of the alternative tactics, with each tactic having equal
fitness (Maynard Smith, 1982; reviewed in Gross, 1996). The frequency dependence ensures stability because when one of the alternative tactics is
rarer, it has higher fitness leading to an increase in frequency of the underlying allele in the population. A genetic polymorphism has been implicated
as the mechanism responsible for ARTs in several species that include the
ruff (Philomachus pugnax; Lank et al., 1995), a marine isopod (Paracerceis
sculpta; Shuster, 1989; Shuster & Wade, 1991), and a swordtail (Xiphophorus nigrensis; Ryan et al., 1992). The second hypothesis proposes that male
tactics depend on individual differences in condition or status and hence on
environmental and social influences (reviewed in Gross, 1996; Oliveira et al.,
2008). In a conditional strategy, tactics are expressed based on a single gene
or genes that code for a ‘decision rule’, where a male adopts the reproductive
tactic that maximizes his fitness based on his condition or status at some critical point during development (Gross, 1996; Piche et al., 2008; Tomkins &
Moczek, 2009; Roff, 2011). An individual’s status can be influenced by environmental effects prior to tactic divergence, including population density, the
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size of the individual, and other biotic and abiotic conditions (Emlen, 2008).
Thus, individuals may develop into different tactics if they experience divergent environmental or growing conditions. Because each male utilizes the
best tactic for his own situation, in a conditional strategy, the reproductive
tactics can have unequal fitness and negative frequency-dependent selection
is not required (Gross, 1996). A conditional strategy has been implicated as
the mechanism responsible for ARTs in species that include the scarab dung
beetle (genus Onthophagus; Eberhard, 1982; Emlen, 1994) and scorpionfly
(Panorpa sp.; Thornhill, 1981).
Gross & Charnov (1980) developed a life history model to calculate the
relative fitness of each tactic and thus to differentiate between ARTs caused
by genetic polymorphism or a conditional strategy. In their model, the proportion of males that develop into each male type in the population as well
as the proportion of all offspring that are fertilized by each male type are
calculated. If the proportion of males adopting each tactic is equal to the
proportion of offspring sired by males using that tactic, then the tactics have
equal fitness and a genetic polymorphism is inferred. If the tactics have unequal fitness, then a conditional strategy is inferred. Based on their initial
application of the model, Gross & Charnov (1980) determined that parental
and cuckolder males in bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) had equal
fitness. However, with improved paternity data and controlled breeding experiments, Neff & Lister (2007) calculated that cuckolder males had higher
fitness relative to parental males, suggesting instead a conditional strategy.
Because of the challenges associated with measuring reproductive success
and the frequency of each tactic in wild populations, models to test equal fitness have only been applied to a small number of species (Gross & Charnov,
1980; Shuster & Wade, 1991; Ryan et al., 1992; Sinervo & Lively, 1996;
Neff & Lister, 2007; Rios-Cardenas & Webster, 2008).
Armed with paternity data and multi-year population sampling, we applied the Gross & Charnov (1980) life history model to another species with
well-characterized alternative reproductive tactics, the plainfin midshipman
(Porichthys notatus). This species is a nocturnally active deep-water marine fish distributed along the Pacific coast of North America (Hubbs, 1920;
Arora, 1948; Miller & Lea, 1972). There are two distinct male reproductive
tactics in this species known as guarding ‘type I’ and sneaker ‘type II’ males
(Brantley & Bass, 1994). At the onset of the breeding season in early spring,
all reproductive adults undergo a large-scale vertical migration from deep
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waters (>200 m) to the spawning grounds in calm, rocky shores in the intertidal zone (Arora, 1948; Miller & Lea, 1972). Type I males aggressively
compete for limited nest sites, and the largest males typically win the largest
nest sites (DeMartini, 1988). Guarding type I males use their sonic muscles,
which are attached to their swim bladder, to acoustically court females (Ibara
et al., 1983; Bass, 1992; Brantley et al., 1993). Females are attracted to these
courtship songs and will produce a single clutch of up to 300 eggs (each
5–7 mm in diameter) per year, which are released into a single male’s nest
(DeMartini, 1990; authors unpublished data). Females and sneaker type II
males are often sampled in the nests of guarding type I males, because
spawning takes several hours to complete (Brantley & Bass, 1994). Type I
males will remain in the nest and continue to court and spawn with additional
females until their nest is filled with multiple ‘age cohorts’ that are typically
at different developmental phases (Arora, 1948; DeMartini, 1988; Brantley
& Bass, 1994; Cogliati et al., 2013). In contrast, sneaker type II males do not
guard nests or court females, and have limited sonic muscle development. Instead, they steal fertilizations from guarding type I males by either sneaking
into the nest when a female is present, and also by fanning their sperm into
the nest from the periphery. Interestingly, type I males are known to be behaviourally flexible, and can also facultatively adopt cuckolding behaviour,
particularly when nesting sites are severely limited or when they have no
young in their own nests (Lee & Bass, 2004; K.C., personal observation). Finally, nest takeovers have also been observed in plainfin midshipman, where
guarding type I males may usurp another type I male from his nest and continue to guard the offspring of the previous nest owner (Brantley & Bass,
1994; Cogliati et al., 2013).
There are several features that distinguish reproductively mature type I
from type II males, including a number of behavioural, morphological, and
neurobiological traits (Bass, 1990, 1992, 1993; Brantley & Bass, 1994). Bass
et al. (1996) have argued, based on differences in neuronal structures and on
otolith growth patterns, that type I and type II males are mutually exclusive
endpoints and not simply two parts of a single ontogenetic sequence. Thus,
type I and type II male tactics represent two distinct life histories. Tactic
divergence occurs at an early age of development (approximately 200 days),
with type I males reaching sexual maturity three to four months after type II
males (Bass et al., 1996; Bass, 1996). Based on the early differentiation
in brain and muscle structures between the two tactics, Bass (1996) had
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initially argued that the tactics must be genetically determined. However,
further research by this research group showed that male density during
development affected morph outcomes (Foran, 1998). When male plainfin
midshipman were reared in tanks under high density, a greater proportion of
males developed into type II males as compared to tanks in which fish were
reared in low density conditions, suggesting that the two morphs come about
as a result of a conditional strategy (Foran, 1998). Thus, it remains unclear
if the two reproductive tactics in midshipman represent alternative strategies
based on a genetic polymorphism with equal fitness or a single conditional
strategy based on a genetic monomorphism with unequal fitness.
In this study, we examined the fitness of the two male reproductive tactics in plainfin midshipman. We measured the frequency of both male tactics
from a population in British Columbia over a number of years, and combined these estimates with paternity data for nest-guarding males from this
same population, previously published in Cogliati et al. (2013). Additionally,
here, for a subset of the nests, we also conducted extensive population-level
sampling so that we could estimate the extent of cuckoldry by type I males.
Finally, we used these data to apply the Gross & Charnov (1980) life history
model to determine if alternative reproductive tactics in plainfin midshipman
have evolved as a genetic polymorphism or as a conditional strategy.
2. Methods
2.1. Field collections
In 2008, 2009 and 2010, between May and July, we monitored 473 plainfin midshipman nests during low tide in the intertidal zone on three rocky
beaches in British Columbia (Ladysmith Inlet: 49°01 N, 123°83 W; Mill
Bay: 48°63 N, 123°53 W; and Crescent Beach: 49°04 N, 122°88 W). These
sites represent a single breeding population with no genetic differentiation
(Suk et al., 2009; Cogliati et al., data not shown). This population has been
extensively monitored since 2007 and shows stable numbers of reproductively mature adults and a stable ratio of male types (Table 1). At each nest,
we sexed all fish based on the shape of the urogenital papilla (blunt in females, pointed in males) and overall body coloration and identified males
as type I or type II based on their body size and dissection of supposed
type II males to confirm male type (Brantley & Bass, 1994). We further
distinguished between guarding and cuckolder type I males based on their
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Table 1.
An estimate of the proportion of type I males in a population of plainfin
midshipman (Porichthys notatus) from British Columbia.
Year

Number of males

q

Type I

Type II

Total

2008
2009
2010

140
114
254

10
22
15

150
136
269

0.93
0.84
0.94

Total

508

47

555

0.92

q is the proportion of type I males in our population sample.

position in the nest, because cuckolder males are most often found on the
periphery of the nest facing outwards with their urogenital papilla pointing inwards (Lee & Bass, 2004; K.C. and S.B. personal observation). These
characteristics used to identify sex and reproductive type have been verified
in extensive studies and field observations have been confirmed through dissections (Bass & Marchaterre, 1989; Bass & Anderson, 1991; Brantley &
Bass, 1994).
We collected a small amount of fin tissue from each adult sampled and
preserved the tissue in 95% ethanol. In addition, from a subset of nests
(N = 47), we collected and preserved 40–50 offspring from each cohort
found in each nest. A cohort was defined as a distinct group of offspring laid
by one or more females in relative synchrony such that the offspring were
at the same developmental stage (see Cogliati et al., 2013 for the unique
characteristics used to classify developmental stage in midshipman young).
Plainfin midshipman nests typically contain between 1 and 4 cohorts. Multiple cohorts were genotyped to capture temporal variation in paternity and
cuckoldry. After sampling, we returned the adults (except for type II males)
to the nest and then repositioned all rocks to their original position.
2.2. Genetic analyses
We genotyped adults and offspring collected across the three years and three
beaches using six microsatellite loci developed from plainfin midshipman
(loci: Pon22, Pon23, Pon25, Pon30, Pon32 and Pon47; see Suk et al., 2009
for primer sequences). Across the 47 nests from which offspring were collected, we genotyped 1713 offspring (approximately 25 offspring per cohort
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per nest) using the six microsatellite loci (see Cogliati et al., 2013). Additionally, to determine the degree of type I male cuckoldry, here, we focused our
genotyping on one well sampled beach in one year (Ladysmith Inlet in 2010;
henceforth called LSI2010) and genotyped all adults sampled from this site,
for a total of 102 adults (20 females, 78 type I males and 4 type II males).
We conducted PCR amplifications following the protocol described in Suk
et al. (2009), and conducted fragment analyses on a CEQ 8000 sequencer
(Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA).
2.3. Paternity analyses
We have previously published the paternity results for midshipman males
for the 47 genotyped nests, including those from LSI2010, using the twosex paternity model (Neff et al., 2000a, b; Neff, 2001) and COLONY (v2.0;
Wang, 2004; Jones & Wang, 2010; see Cogliati et al., 2013). Across nests,
we did not find a difference in paternity between the two models. We used
the COLONY assignments in this study because this program generates
putative parental genotypes that we could use to identify parent offspring
relationships (as opposed to the overall proportional assignments generated
by the two-sex paternity model). Unique to this study, we were able to use
COLONY to assign cuckolded offspring to individual type I and type II
males collected during our intense sampling at the LSI2010 site.
2.4. Applying the Gross & Charnov life history model
We used the Gross & Charnov (1980) life history model to calculate the
relative fitness of type I and type II males. This model uses the proportion
of males in the population that develop into type I (q) and the proportion of
eggs fertilized in a reproductive season by all type I males (h) to calculate
the relative fitness of the two male tactics:
(1 − q) × h
ωI
=
,
(1)
ωII q × (1 − h)
where ω denotes the fitness of type I males (I) or type II males (II). Thus, the
two life histories have equal fitness (ωI = ωII ) when the proportion of type I
males in the population equals the proportion of all eggs fertilized by type I
males (i.e., q = h; see derivation in Gross & Charnov, 1980).
Using the data collected from our population monitoring, we calculated
q as the proportion of type I males among all males (type I and type II)
sampled in the population across the three breeding seasons. During the
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breeding season, type II males are commonly found in nests where females
are spawning whereas only juveniles are found in nearby offshore areas
(Bass, 1992; Brantley & Bass, 1994). Thus, it is unlikely that our sampling
method strongly biases against type II males. Furthermore, although we sampled reproductive adults that already diverged into each tactic as opposed to
the males at the point of divergence, we are assuming minimal differential
survivorship between tactics. This seems reasonable in plainfin midshipman
because type I males sexually mature only 4 months after type II males (Bass,
1996; Bass et al., 1996).
Because h denotes the proportion of all eggs fertilized by type I males
in the population, we needed to incorporate the proportion of eggs sired by
type I male cuckolders. To do this, we first defined hguarding as the proportion of offspring that were assigned by COLONY to nest-guarding males
(of a possible 1713 genotyped offspring). We then defined hcuckolder as the
proportion of cuckolded eggs that were also sired by type I males. We estimated this latter value based on the 512 offspring sampled from one location,
LSI2010, of which 132 were cuckolded eggs. We calculated hcuckolder using
this subset of offspring because we were able to genotype many adults at
LSI2010, and these 512 offspring were included in the initial 1713 used to
estimate hguarding . COLONY was unable to assign all cuckolded offspring
to known males, indicating that we did not sample all possible sires (67 of
the 132 cuckolded offspring were left unassigned in the LSI2010 samples).
Thus, we considered three scenarios. First, we assumed that all 67 offspring
of unknown paternity were sired by type II males and hcuckolder would then
equal only the proportion of cuckolder offspring assigned to known, nonnest guarding, type I males in our sample (55 of 132; hcuckolder_low ). Second, we assumed that all 67 offspring of unknown paternity were sired by
type I males and hcuckolder would then equal the proportion of cuckolder offspring assigned to known, non-nest guarding, type I males in addition to all
of the offspring assigned to the unknown males (55 + 67 = 122 of 132;
hcuckolder_high ). Given these two scenarios, h is bounded by:
hlow = hguarding + (1 − hguarding ) × hcuckolder_low ;
hhigh = hguarding + (1 − hguarding ) × hcuckolder_high .

and

(2)
(3)

Third, we assumed that the proportion of cuckoldry performed by type I and
type II males in the unassigned offspring was equivalent to the proportion of
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each male’s cuckoldry calculated from the offspring that could be assigned
(we called this our ‘proportional’ scenario):
hprop = hguarding + (1 − hguarding ) × hcuckolder_prop .

(4)

2.5. Statistical analyses
Using equation (1), we calculated the relative fitness (ωI /ωII ) of type I males
versus type II males for hlow and hhigh scenarios, as well as the proportional scenario. To obtain confidence intervals for the three relative fitness
estimates, we performed Monte Carlo analyses that re-sampled with replacement the original data at the level of the individual offspring or adult for each
variable (q, hguarding , hcuckolder_low , hcuckolder_high , hcuckolder_prop ). Specifically,
confidence parameters for q were estimated by re-sampling the adult males,
hguarding were estimated by re-sampling the 1713 offspring, and hcuckolder_low ,
hcuckolder_high or hcuckolder_prop were estimated by re-sampling the 132 cuckolder offspring given the three scenarios for assigning offspring with unknown sires. Each resampled estimate was also used to recalculate the relative fitness (ωI /ωII ). We performed this procedure 10 000 times and used the
resulting values to obtain 95% confidence intervals for the parameters and
for the relative fitness estimate. See supplemental material for a summary of
values used to calculate fitness variables.
We also conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine where in the bounds
fitness changed from type I males having higher fitness to equal fitness to
type II males having higher fitness. This analysis was done by resampling
the 132 cuckolder offspring in 67 subsequent Monte Carlo analyses, to titrate
through the 67 offspring, assigning a different number to type I males in each
analysis. We started the Monte Carlo analyses with 0 of the 67 offspring
assigned to type I males and ended with 67 of 67 offspring assigned to type I
males. For each assignment, we calculated the relative fitness and confidence
interval. As an example, assignments for which the subsequent confidence
interval included 1.0 defined a bin where the two male types have equal
fitness.
3. Results
Across the three years, we sampled 555 adult male midshipman, of which
508 were type I males (Table 1). The Monte Carlo simulation revealed
that the mean proportion of type I males in the population (q) was 0.92
with a 95% confidence interval of 0.89–0.94. In the 47 nests that we ex-
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amined parentage, 1193 of the 1713 genotyped offspring were assigned by
COLONY to a guarding type I male. Thus, the proportion of eggs fertilized
by guarding type I males, or hguarding , is equal to 0.70 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.67–0.72. This assignment accounts for the occurrence
of takeovers and assigns paternity to any previous nest holding type I male
(paternity estimate < 10%, see Cogliati et al., 2013). By examining the 512
offspring genotyped from our well sampled LSI2010 site which consisted
of 21 cohorts in 8 nests from across the breeding season, we were able to
determine the degree of type I male cuckoldry (Table 2). In this sample, 380
Table 2.
Summary of paternity assignments for plainfin midshipman (Porichthys notatus) collected at
one beach in Ladysmith Inlet during 2010 using COLONY.
Nest

Cohort

Offspring

Paternity
Guarding

1

1
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

Total

Cuckoldry
Type I

Type II

Unknown

25
23
24
26
26
25
23
24
24
24
25
25
25
22
25
24
25
24
24
24
25

21
23
6
21
0
10
23
9
19
20
23
23
23
22
24
21
25
0
24
18
25

0
0
3
1
12∗
0
0
9
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
24∗
0
0
0

3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
15
2
14
15
0
6
1
0
2
2
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
6
0

512

380

55

10

67

Paternity represents the numbers of offspring assigned to each male type.
∗ Multiple known type I males are responsible for siring these offspring.
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offspring were assigned to a guarding type I male, leaving 132 cuckolded
offspring. Of the 132 cuckolder offspring, COLONY assigned 55 to known
type I males, 10 to known type II males, and 67 to unknown males (i.e.,
males not sampled; Table 2). Altogether, we were able to assign 445 of the
512 offspring (87%) to males sampled in our population from our well sampled LSI2010 site.
If we assume that all 67 offspring of unknown paternity were sired by
type II males, we generate an hcuckolder_low that equals 0.42 (95% CI =
0.33–0.50). The proportion of offspring fertilized by all type I males (hlow )
would then equal 0.82 (95% CI = 0.79–0.85), and the relative fitness of the
two male tactics ωI /ωII_low would be 0.44, with a 95% confidence interval
of 0.29–0.61 (Figure 1). If instead, all 67 offspring of unknown paternity
were sired by type I males, we generate an hcuckolder_high that equals 0.92
(95% CI = 0.88–0.97) and the proportion of offspring fertilized by type I
males (hhigh ) would equal 0.98 (95% CI = 0.96–0.99). The relative fitness
ωI /ωII_high would be 4.5 with a 95% confidence interval of 2.1–9.4 (Figure 1). Finally, if we assume the proportional scenario, where 85% or 57 of
the 67 offspring of unknown paternity were sired by type I males (based on
55 type I offspring out of 65 known cuckolder offspring), then hcuckolder_prop
equals 0.85 (95% CI = 0.79–0.91). The proportion of offspring fertilized by
type I males (hprop ) would then equal 0.95 (95% CI = 0.93–0.97), and the
relative fitness ωI /ωII_prop would be 2.0 with a 95% confidence interval of
1.2–3.4 (Figure 1). Thus, if the unknown paternity is attributed entirely to
type I males, or if 85% is attributed to them (our proportional scenario), then
the fitness of type I males is significantly higher than that of type II males.
Conversely, of our three scenarios, it is only when all of the unknown paternity is attributed entirely to type II males that the fitness of type I males is
significantly lower than that of type II males.
We then used our sensitivity analysis to titrate through the number of offspring that were assigned to unknown males, to determine the critical points
where relative fitness between the two tactics would be equal. We found that
when 27 or fewer of the possible 67 unassigned offspring were sired by type I
males, the relative fitness of type I males was significantly less than 1. At the
other extreme, when 52 or more of the possible 67 offspring were sired by
type I males, the relative fitness of type I males was significantly greater than
1. No significant difference in the relative fitness of type I and type II males
was observed when 28 to 51 of the offspring sired by unknown males were
assigned to type I males.
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Figure 1. Estimates of the relative fitness of alternative reproductive tactics in plainfin midshipman (Porichthys notatus). Shown are the mean relative fitness (±1SD, dot and vertical
line) for type I males given high (all unknown sires as type I), proportional (85% of unknown
sires as type I), and low (all unknown sires as type II) scenarios (see text for details). The
violin plots show the frequency histograms of the distribution of data from the Monte Carlo
analyses. The width of the violin plots are an outcome of re-sampling the data and applying
equation (1). Data are bounded between zero and one when type I males have lower fitness,
while there is no upper bound in the equation when type I males have higher fitness. The solid
horizontal line depicts equal fitness (=1) between type I and type II males. The y-axis is a
log scale to better depict the ratio data.

4. Discussion
In this study, we conducted intense field sampling and used genetic markers
to explore patterns of paternity to estimate the degree of cuckoldry in the
plainfin midshipman, a species with well-described alternative reproductive
tactics. Our analyses built on those presented in Cogliati et al. (2013), who
first estimated cuckoldry rates in this system and documented nest takeover
behaviour by type I males. Here, we used extensive sampling at the Ladysmith Inlet site (LSI2010) to partition the observed paternity loss between
specialized cuckolder males (type II) and opportunistic cuckoldry performed
by type I males. Surprisingly, based on our samples, we found that nearly
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42% of all documented cuckoldry was done by type I males (fathering 11%
of all offspring at this site), whereas only 7% was done by known type II
males (2% of all offspring at this site). The remaining 51% of the cuckolded
offspring could not be assigned to any of the males that we sampled (13%
of all offspring at this site). Our results thereby corroborate observations of
cuckoldry behaviour by type I males reported in Lee and Bass (2004), and
provide the first estimate of the frequency of cuckoldry by type I males in
plainfin midshipman. Examples of such behavioural flexibility within a male
tactic are restricted to species where male alternative tactics are distinct. For
example, a type I male may display cuckoldry behaviour, but he is still morphologically considered a type I male and not a type II male. Such within
tactic variation cannot be determined in species where males display flexible
tactics and do not have distinct morphs, because each male is morphologically similar and is capable of displaying either tactic (e.g., a male guppy
can mate through courtship or forced copulation; Magurran & Seghers, 1991,
1994). We know of only one other study that has reported estimates of paternity loss from competition within a tactic type, not including takeovers or
abandonment. In bluegill, Neff (2001) documented paternity loss of 1.8% to
other parental males who are cuckolding. This high occurrence of flexible
cuckoldry in plainfin midshipman may reflect greater nest site limitations
and the protracted parental care period (3–4 months), which may considerably increase the benefit of type I cuckoldry compared to the situation for
bluegill (Cogliati et al., 2013). Thus, our genetic analyses have documented
several reproductive behaviours used by type I males, comprising guarding,
nest takeovers, and cuckoldry.
We were also able to use our genetic data to estimate the relative fitness of
the alternative reproductive tactics in plainfin midshipman. The life history
model developed by Gross & Charnov (1980) provides a useful method
for calculating the relative fitness of alternative reproductive tactics. Male
alternative reproductive tactics can arise from a genetic polymorphism or
from a conditional strategy, with the former mechanism predicting equal
fitness between the tactics and the latter predicting that one tactic will have
higher fitness (see Gross, 1996). Applying the life history model to our multiyear data indicated that the relative fitness of type I males had an upper
estimate of 4.5 and a lower estimate of 0.44, where a relative fitness of
1 indicates equal fitness for the two male tactics. Our sensitivity analyses
revealed that type I males had lower fitness than type II males when fewer
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than 62% of all cuckolded offspring were sired by type I males, equal fitness
when 63% to 80% of cuckolded offspring were sired by type I males, and
greater fitness when more than 81% of the offspring were sired by type I
males. At first pass, our analysis is equivocal, encompassing higher, equal,
and lower fitness for type I males.
However based on two lines of evidence, we argue that type I males are
most likely to have higher or equal fitness compared to type II males. First,
type I males sired more than 2 times as many of the cuckolded offspring
that could be assigned to known males than did type II males. Of the offspring that were assigned to cuckolders, type I males sired an average of 5.5
offspring per cohort (range 1–24), compared to type II males who sired an
average of 2.5 offspring per cohort (range 2–3). Given this distribution of
paternity assignment, with type II males fathering a very small number of
offspring per cohort, we can reasonably assume that any male that sired 6
or more offspring in a cohort was likely to be a type I male. Of the unassigned offspring, the reconstructed genotypes provided by COLONY found
22 distinct sires of which four had sired 6 or more offspring within a cohort (overall range 1–12; data not shown) for a total of 35 offspring. If we
consider these four unknown males who sired a relatively large number of
young to be type I males, then type I males would account for at least 35 of
the 67 unknown offspring and type I males would have equal or higher fitness
compared to type II males. Second, it is likely that type I males sired more
than 77% (52 of 67) of the unassigned offspring. For example, based on the
65 assigned cuckolded offspring, type I males sired 85% (=55/65). Assuming the same proportion (0.85) in the unassigned offspring would give 57 of
the 67 unassigned offspring to type I males (our proportional scenario), and
supports the notion that type I males have higher fitness than type II males.
Furthermore, the Gross & Charnov (1980) model assumes that q is based
on the number of males at the point of tactic divergence, and while we were
unable to sample males at this point, q would have to equal 0.98 or greater
to shift our prediction such that type II males have higher fitness. Thus, although we cannot conclusively differentiate between alternative strategies
and a conditional strategy, our data do suggest that type I males have equal
or higher fitness and it is type II males that might be making the best of a bad
situation (sensu Dawkins, 1980; Eberhard, 1982).
Understanding the evolution of alternative reproductive tactics has been an
area of great interest for decades, yet testing the prediction of equal fitness
has only been done in a handful of systems (Gross & Charnov, 1980; Shus-
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ter & Wade, 1991; Ryan et al., 1992; Sinervo & Lively, 1996; Neff & Lister,
2007; Rios-Cardenas & Webster, 2008). In comparison to the hundreds of
species with documented alternative reproductive tactics, the relative paucity
of tests for the prediction of equal or unequal fitness is likely due, in part, to
the challenges of measuring reproductive success for each male tactic, particularly when reproductive success fluctuates in both space and time (e.g.,
Neff & Clare, 2008; Cogliati et al., 2013). In the extensively studied bluegill,
Neff & Lister (2007) observed that the cuckolder morph had slightly higher
fitness than the parental morph, suggesting a conditional strategy. Their result differed from the initial conclusions by Gross & Charnov (1980), who
calculated equal fitness between the two morphs in the same population. This
discrepancy was largely driven by the inclusion of differential survivorship
of offspring sired by parental versus cuckolder males in the Neff & Lister
(2007) study, where cuckolder offspring had significantly higher survivorship than parental offspring prior to differentiation into the two life histories.
The Gross & Charnov (1980) model assumes equal survivorship of offspring
prior to differentiation into the two tactics. Indeed, in our study we were unable to include survivorship data in the relative fitness calculation. However,
because the tactics in plainfin midshipman differentiate at approximately 200
days of age and type I males are known to mature just a few months after
type II males (Bass et al., 1996), we doubt there will be a major effect of
differential survivorship of the offspring on the calculation of fitness of the
two tactics. Bluegill tactics, in comparison, diverge at 2 years of age when
sneakers first mature (Gross, 1982). Therefore, the impacts of differential
survivorship are likely considerably less severe in plainfin midshipman. Nevertheless, our assumption of similar survivorship to tactic divergence remains
to be empirically tested in plainfin midshipman.
In this study, we investigated whether the plainfin midshipman male reproductive tactics evolved via one of two mutually exclusive possibilities:
genetic or conditional strategies (Gross, 1996). In a recent review, Neff &
Svensson (2013) proposed a model termed ‘conditional alternative strategies’, which treats the two approaches (genetic and conditional) as two ends
of a single continuum and thus combines both genetic and environmental
effects on tactic expression. Given that approach, it is possible to observe
additive genetic variance in condition dependent ‘thresholds’ (Piche et al.,
2008; Tomkins & Moczek, 2009) or ‘switch points’ (Roff, 2011). The plainfin midshipman would be an ideal species to test the model developed by
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Neff & Svensson (2013). For example, those authors suggest the use of natural breeding experiments and multiple rearing environments to investigate
gene-by-environment interactions (i.e., interactions between sire life history,
or genes, and the environment, such as food availability, predation risk, or
competition). These experiments can be executed with relative ease in plainfin midshipman, because they can be sampled readily at low tide and have
an extended breeding season. Furthermore, sexual maturity and tactic differentiation occurs at a relatively young age for midshipman (Bass et al.,
1996) and therefore monitoring or manipulating aspects of the environment
before tactic differentiation occurs could be performed and then evaluated.
This approach could get at a gene-by-environment interaction, which is a key
predictor of the Neff & Svensson (2013) model.
In conclusion, the results of our study delineate the possible upper and
lower bounds of relative fitness between the two male tactics seen in plainfin
midshipman, encompassing both traditional mechanisms for the evolution of
alternative reproductive tactics: genetically determined alternative strategies
or a single conditional strategy. Based on how rare and unsuccessful type II
males were at our extensively sampled site, we argue that type I males are
likely to have higher fitness to type II males. In addition, we show that
type I males cuckold at a relatively high frequency, adding to the repertoire
of reproductive behaviours used by these males. Given the tractability of
the midshipman system, a valuable next step will be to look for gene-byenvironment interactions on tactic development and expression as predicted
by the conditional alternative strategies model of Neff & Svensson (2013).
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